Burglaries

Location of Incident: Desert Air Mobile Estates & Country Life Mobile Estates, Foothills - Yuma, AZ

The Yuma County Sheriff’s Office (YCSO) is currently investigating a rash of burglaries in the Desert Air Mobile Estates and the Country Life Mobile Estates in the Foothills.

On Friday, August 13, 2021 at approximately 3:23 a.m., YCSO Deputies were dispatched to the area of the 11200 block of Ocotillo Lane in reference to two suspicious individuals loitering in the area. When deputies arrived, the two subjects had already departed the area.

Deputies located evidence on scene which led to the discovery of multiple vehicle burglaries and a residential burglary in the area.

Security footage of the suspects was obtained and YCSO is asking for the public’s assistance in identifying the suspects.

This case remains under investigation at this time.

Anyone with information concerning this investigation is asked to contact the Yuma County Sheriff’s Office at 928-783-4427 or 78-CRIME to remain anonymous. You can also visit our website at www.yumacountysheriff.org to submit an anonymous tip.
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